Concertino for Trumpet and Piano  Nikos Skalkottas (1904-1949)  (Virginia Premiere)

...drifting on a still point  James Wizerowicz (2005)
(composed for Rex Richardson and Dmitri Shleinberg)

Sonat Poem  Melin Yilmaz (2005)  (World Premiere)

Shisha Lounge  Rex Richardson (2004)
(composed with love and admiration for Sara Hijazi)

I. for piccolo trumpet  (United States premiere)
II. for muted trumpet
III. for flugelhorn
IV. for trumpet

Blues for Trumpet and Piano  Kaan M. Bilgeoglu (2005)
(First performance)

Improvisation on a Turkish Scale  Rex Richardson (11/8/2005)

Nikiz Modern  Erdem Bilgen (1995)
(Virginia premiere)
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